
ADES 2515 501 / IMAGE MAKING & COLOR THEORY judelandry.com

Insta: @judelandryprintco
Office Hours: M & W
 12:00 - 2:00 pm

JUDE LANDRY

Email: jude.landry@unt.edu
Office: Art Bldg. 239C
Twitter: @judelandryMAGAZINE COVER

ASSIGNMENT
Illustrate a magazine cover using a feature article as content. 
Marketing studies have shown about eighty percent of consumer 
magazines’ news stand sales are influenced by what is shown on 
the cover. The average reader spends only three to five seconds 
scanning a magazine cover to determine interest in that issue. A 
great cover month after month can mean the difference between 
a magazine’s success or failure over time. Covers are also an 
opportunity to reinforce the magazine’s brand. 

Consumer: Magazines that cover broad or narrow interests and 
target general reading audiences who are subsets (tribes) of the 
general public with special interests. Some examples of consumer 
magazines that fit into that category include: National Geographic, 
People, Time, Sports Illustrated, Real Simple, Seventeen, Wired to 
name just a few. 

Trade and Professional: Magazines for people working in a specific 
industry. These magazines provide news, information or how-to 
articles.
 
In-house: Magazines that are produced by an organization for 
its employees or members. They usually produce content with 
subjects relating to the organization. Groups that publish this type 
of magazine are for-profit and not-for-profit organizations such as 
companies and special interest groups.

SPECIFICATIONS
8.5 x 11 inch Portrait Magazine cover. Plotter color output, 
mounted on black foamcore, cut flush to the edge of finished size. 
Required content:

1. Your assigned magazine’s masthead/nameplate (you’ll need to  
 create this in Illustrator as vector art)
2. Final photo manipulated illustration concept dropped in the  
 InDesign layout
3. Issue number
4. Issue date
5. Price

OBJECTIVES
+ Strengthen research skills
+ Improve illustration skills
+ Learn to use ideation methodology to arrive at conceptually  
 driven illustration solutions
+ Understand the importance and power of images
+ To learn to get beyond literal interpretation and create visually  
 compelling images

SCHEDULE
Mon Oct 3 Review Project
Wed Oct 5 Discuss Articles, work on concept sketches 
     Homework: 30 thumbnail concepts in pencil 
Fri Oct 7  No Class

Mon Oct 10 Review Concepts / Work in Class 
     Homework: Refine Concepts, Look for images
Wed Oct 12 Work Day
Fri Oct 14  First Look, bring printouts
     Homework: Create Cover with variations, bring  
     quality printouts for critique.

Mon Oct 17 Critique, bring quality printouts
     Homework: Finish art, print and mount on  
     foamcore, put name on back.
Wed Oct 19 Project Due at start of class


